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- Rescues: 784    
- Accused: 16
- Legal support for survivors: 36
- Legal training for survivors and lawyers: 199
- Students at the School for Justice: 81
- Watchdogs trained: 29
- Aftercare services provided to survivors: 553
- Reintegrated with their families: 230

100%



CHINA NEPAL SHAKTI

OBJECTIVES
- 15 investigations are executed 
- 20 watchdogs are being trained to report cases in China 
- 13 minor girl victims of sexual exploitation rescued 
- 13 minor girl victims are repatriated to Laos 
-  5 minor girls are intercepted before they 
   are trapped into a forced marriage 

OUTPUTS
-  8 investigations are executed 
-  29 watchdogs are being trained to report cases in China 
-  5 minor girl victims of sexual exploitation rescued 
-  4 minor girl victims are repatriated to Laos 
-  2 minor girls are intercepted before they are 
   trapped into a forced marriage 
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NEPAL SHAKTI

HALF YEAR OUTPUTS
JAN - JULY 2022

OBJECTIVES
Investigation, rescue & aftercare

- 10 investigations to potential SEC cases executed 
- 25 minor girl victims of sexual exploitation rescued with local authorities.  
- 40 SEC victims that are rescued are safe and have been reintegrated with their families. 
- Aftercare services (counselling, medical attention, rescue kit, placing girls in the shelthome) 
offered to 50 SEC victims after the rescue.

Legal support 
- 45 girls and women who fell victim to SEC as a child received legal training.  
- 8 traffickers arrested. 
- 4 girls and women who fell victim to SEC as a child have 
  received legal support during their court case procedures.

OUTPUTS
Investigation, rescue & aftercare

- X investigations to potential SEC cases executed 

- 9 minor girl victims of sexual exploitation rescued with local authorities.  

- 12 SEC victims that are rescued are safe and have been reintegrated with their families.  

AFTERCARE SERVICES: 
- 24 girls received rehabilitation support     
- 26 girls victim of sexual exploitation receiving psycho-social counselling and support                                                                                                                      
- 26 girls victim of sexual exploitation attending informal education                                                                                     
- 16 girls victim of sexual exploitation receiving medical support  
- 9 girls victim of sexual exploitation referred for long-term support legal support
- 20 girls and women who fell victim to SEC as a child received legal training.  
- 2 traffickers arrested. 
- 3 girls and women who fell victim to SEC as a child  
  have received legal support during their court case procedures. 

  



OBJECTIVES
Rescue and aftercare 
- 2 investigations to potential SEC cases executed 
- 20 minor girl victims of sexual exploitation rescued with  
  local authorities. (cross-border and Internal trafficking) 
- 250 minor girls intercepted at interception points 
  during the travelling stage of being trafficked.
- 10 SEC victims that are rescued are safe and  
  have been reintegrated with their families. 
- 250 SEC victims that are intercepted are safe  
 and have been reintegrated with their families.
- Aftercare services (counselling, medical attention, 
 rescue kit, placing girls in the shelter home) offered  
 to 270 SEC victims after the rescue 

Legal support 
- 270 girls and women who fell victim to SEC 
  as a child received legal awareness training.
- 5 traffickers arrested. 
- 6 girls and women who fell victim to SEC as a child have received legal 
support during their court case procedures

OUTPUTS
- 33 victims of sexual exploitation rescued, of which 17 minor girl victims 
 of SEC, were rescued with local authorities (cross-border and internal 
 trafficking)
- 672 interceptions, of which 246 minor girls, were intercepted at 
 interception points during the travelling stage of being trafficked
- 705 survivors were rescued and intercepted, 
  of which 280 were minors (17 boys and 263 were girls).
- 2330 vehicles inspected
- 214 SEC victims intercepted/rescued are safe and
  reintegrated with their families
- 14 traffickers arrested
- 12 girls and women who fell victim to SEC as a child  
  received legal support during their case procedures
- 179 girls and women who fell victim to SEC 
   as a child received legal awareness training

MAITI NEPAL
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LAOS



OBJECTIVES
Investigation and rescue 
- 2 investigations to potential SEC cases executed. 
- 25 watchdogs who are trained to report cases of SEC.  
- 4 minor girl victims of sexual exploitation rescued.   
 

Legal support 
- 18 girls and women who fell victim to SEC as a child received 
  legal support (in 15 months)
- 4 Lao lawyers are trained to assist SEC victims successfully  
    in the Lao legal system in a child-friendly manner (in 15 months)

 
OUTPUTS
Investigation and rescue 
- 48 investigations to potential SEC cases executed.
- 0 watchdogs who are trained to report cases of SEC.  
- 14 minor girl victims of sexual exploitation rescued.
 

Legal support 
- 21 girls and women who fell victim to SEC as a child 
      received legal support (in 15 months)
- 0 Lao lawyers are trained to assist SEC victims successfully 
     in the Lao legal system in a child-friendly manner (in 15 months)

LAOS
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OBJECTIVES
- 12 SEC survivors follow an education at the School for Justice.  
- 12 SEC survivors received psychosocial counseling over 3 years
  to empower them towards their change agency role. 
- 12 SEC survivors participate in public activities/awareness programmes 
  on child rights/SEC victimization. 
- 12 SEC survivors are aware of their victimhood
  and know and understand their rights to sue perpetrators. 
- 12 families actively support SFJ students on their journey

  to become a change agent. 

OUTPUTS
- 12 SEC survivors have been selected to follow  
  an education at the School for Justice.  
- 12 SEC survivors have started to follow an education 

  at the School for Justice.  

SCHOOL FOR JUSTICE BRAZIL
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OBJECTIVES
- 50 SEC survivors follow an education at the School for Justice  
     (20 University/30 Paralegal track).  
- 50 SEC survivors received psychosocial counseling over 3 years  
       to empower them towards their change agency role. 
- 50 SEC survivors participate in public activities/awareness programmes 
        on child rights/SEC victimization. 
- 10 SEC survivors are aware of their victimhood and know  
       and understand their rights to sue perpetrators. 
- 5 families actively support SFJ students on their journey 
       to become a change agent. 

OUTPUTS
- 50 SEC survivors follow an education at the School for Justice 
      (20 University/30 Paralegal track).  
- 19 SEC survivors received psychosocial counseling over 3 years 
       to empower them towards their change agency role. 
- SEC survivors participate in public activities/awareness programmes 
       on child rights/SEC victimization. 
- 15 SEC survivors that give SEC awareness training in schools
- 30 SEC survivors that support other survivors with FIR 
       and legal advice (as the paralegals)
- 24 SEC survivors participate in the community program that give SEC awareness 
- 20 SFJ beneficiaries  assisted in Mapping of Local Government level officials 
       for invitation in policy dialogue and necessary meetings                                                
- 20 SFJ girls participated in a series of policy dialogue organized 
        in municipality offices of three major districts
- 20 SFJ girls presented policy gaps and delay in justice procedure 
        in fact based slides to Government level officials                                                                                                  
- 20 SFJ girls interacted one-to-one with Local Government Level, 
       officials were present in policy dialogue                                                          
- 20 SFJ girls interacted one-to-one with Local Government Level, 
       officials were present in inter-generational dialogue.    

SCHOOL FOR JUSTICE NEPAL
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OBJECTIVES
- 30 SEC survivors follow an education at the School for Justice  
 (20 University/30 Paralegal track).  
- 30 SEC survivors received psychosocial counseling over 3 years 
  to empower them towards their change agency role. 
- 30 SEC survivors participate in public activities/awareness  
  programmes on child rights/SEC victimization. 
- 2 SEC survivors are aware of their victimhood and know  
  and understand their rights to sue perpetrators. 
- 30 families actively support SFJ students on their journey 
  to become a change agent. 

OUTPUTS
- 19 SEC survivors follow an education at the School for Justice  
 (20 University/30 Paralegal track).  
- 19 SEC survivors received psychosocial counselling over 3 years  
  to empower them towards their change agency role. 
- 13 SEC survivors participate in public activities/awareness 
  programmes on child rights/SEC victimization. 
- 4 SEC survivors are aware of their victimhood and know  
 and understand their rights to sue perpetrators. 
- 13 families actively support SFJ students on their journey  
  to become a change agent. 

SCHOOL FOR JUSTICE INDIA
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OBJECTIVES 

- Provide immediate need Based emergency care and support  
  to families and children in the bomb shelters in the city of Kyiv 
 and Kyiv oblast

- Set up activities for psychosocial and/or support for children, 
  including children without parental care or instituttions

- Support and coordinate transport of children to safety  
  inside Ukraine, Poland or other bordering countries

- Monitor and support efforts to collect evidence on children’s 
  rights violations, including war crimes against children

OUTPUTS
 
- 632 families and children got immediate basic needs and based
  emergency care and/or in the bomb shelters in the city of Kyiv 
  and Kyiv oblast.

-   292 children and 9 young women were helped with activities for 
   psychosocial and/or support for children, including children without   
   parental care or institutions. 9 children were hospitalised. 
 
-  49 children and families got support and coordinated transport of 
   children to safety inside Ukraine, Poland or other bordering countries. 

- 14 sessions, online and offline, for monitoring and support efforts to 
  collect evidence were held on children’s rights violations, 
  including war crimes against children. 

UKRAINE PREVENTION & AWARENESS
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